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eleven are to be spent in the Secondary School, a term
which the new law uses to embrace Junior Technical
Colleges, providing mainly technical courses, and
Modern Schools, with a bias towards practical work, as
well as the older type of secondary school, having the
more academic bias suggested by the name Grammar
School, which so many of them have always borne.
For the less bookish type of pupil, whole-time educa-
tion may be expected to stop at fifteen or sixteen; but
a new form of continuation school, the County College,
is to be set up to provide the young worker with
further education up to the age of eighteen, and it will
be compulsory for all employers to release employees
to attend college for one day a week or its equivalent.
For the more bookish type the Sixth Form of the
secondary (grammar) school will provide whole-
time schooling to about the same age. At none of these
stages is any fee chargeable in a local authority's
schools. University education is not free, but the
local authorities provide scholarships, not only to the
universities but to technical colleges and schools of
art, and the provincial universities are largely sub-
sidized by the big towns in their neighbourhood to
provide instruction on cheaper terms than Oxford
and Cambridge can (or rather will) offer.
In sum, we may say that the educational ladder is
now a broad one, offering a full reward to those who
have the ability and the resolve to climb it. The chief
remaining handicap of poverty is that poor parents
may be unable to dispense with the earnings of their
children between the ages of fifteen or sixteen and,
say, twenty-one, a loss which time spent in higher
education necessarily involves.
The system of control is less easily explained. What

